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LLC

ET 3960

WAX TREAT PREMIUM
FLOW IMPROVER, DETERGENT, WASA, CETANE, LUBRICITY, & MOISTURE CONTROL
ET 3960 WAX TREAT PREMIUM is a third generation fuel cold flow improver that contains a special water de-icer and
unique wax dispersant that keeps the wax in suspension. This unique additive helps prevent large wax build-up at the
bottom of the tank. Bio-diesel fuels may require a stronger treatment ratio as they are typically harder to treat fuels.
ET 3960 WAX TREAT PREMIUM will improve the filterability of most fuels by 30% over conventional flow improvers.
Cold weather start is always a problem because of the wax that has settled to the bottom, which is drawn straight into
fuel filters. Most fuel improvers cannot overcome this high concentration of settled wax, which quickly coats fuel filters.
ET 3960 WAX TREAT PREMIUM disperses this wax evenly throughout the fuel which allows the flow improver to break
up the wax crystals into smaller particles to vastly improve filterability. Operability is improved by as much as 8 F over
conventional flow improvers.
ET 3960 WAX TREAT PREMIUM provides L10 and XUD9 detergency at 1-2000 treat levels and DW10 and IDID
detergency at 1-1000.

Formulated for Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel Fuels & Bio-Diesel Fuels
USER BENEFITS


Anti-gel agent improves low temperature filterability
of the fuel



Proprietary blend of Cold Flow Improvers and Heavy
Wax Modifiers to maximize cold weather operability



Flex treat ratio allows for high or low detergency
levels



Detergency to clean injectors and restore power loss
due to engine build up



Replaces lubricity level of sulfur lost in hydro treating
process



Results superior to a 70/30 #1 blend



Less power loss due to over-blended fuels



Disperses readily in fuels



Detergency and stabilizer additives help reduce
breakdown of bio blended products that can form
particulates and block filters



Use at 1-2000 treat levels for legacy L10 and XUD9
detergent levels and at 1-1000 for HPCR DW10 and
IDID detergent levels



Compatible with bio-diesel fuel and blends



Moisture Control/Anti-Icer eliminates water problems



Increases Cetane

TREATMENT RATIOS
1-2000

1 gallon treats 2000 gallons of
diesel fuel
(L10, XUD9 detergency)

1-1000

1 gallon treats1000 gallons of
diesel fuel
(L10, XUD9, DW10, IDID
detergency)

CONTAINER SIZES
2.5GAL, Drums and Totes

MEETS AND EXCEEDS JOHN DEERE &
STANADYNE REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDED
LUBRICITY IN ULTRA LOW SULFUR DIESEL FUELS

THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT CONTAIN ALCOHOL

“When Quality and Performance Count…Count on E.T.”
www.etproducts.com  sales@etproducts.com
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